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The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the activities of

museums around the world, threatening their financial

survival as well as the livelihoods of thousands of museum

professionals.

International Council of Museums (ICOM): During the

closure, many museums increased their digital activities.

Although almost half of the respondents answered that their

museum was already present on social media or shared its

collections online before the closures, the digital

communication activities analyzed by the ICOM survey

increased for at least 15% of the museums and, in

particular, social media activities increased for more than

half of them.
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According to the ICOM, almost all museums

reduced their activities due to the

consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In our country, as well as in many others,

an important number of museums reduced

their staff and many of them may have been

forced to close permanently.

The number of visits to museums fell by 64% during the first year of the pandemic. 
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During the first year of closure, certain lines of work were prioritized, including the reinforcement of their 

digital activity to maintain contact between the museums and their public.



How did the Covid-19 crisis affect cultural institutions’ 

usual work with visitors? 

Some brief examples of ‘good practices’ linked in 

particular to the digitization of museums
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Municipal Museum of Alzira (MUMA)
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The Alzira Town Council, together with the

Mancomunitat de la Ribera Alta (MANRA),

presented the digitization project of the

MUMA. It is the creation of interactive virtual

visits that allow visitors to view all its

facilities in full.

The project was launched in February 2020,

just before the pandemic's start, to reinvent

the museum as a tool for cultural exchange.



Municipal Museum of Alzira (MUMA)
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The virtual tour, available in 3

languages, included 80 textual

information points, a dozen 3D

elements, 200 detailed

photographs, and several videos

provided by the City Council

itself.
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MUMA Museum (Alzira).



Museu Valencià de la Festa

(Algemesí)

As we mentioned in a previous presentation, the Museu

de la Festa of Algemesí tripled the number of virtual

visits during the confinement thanks to the work of

digitalization of its spaces carried out by ‘Riberana’:

- Panoramic views

- 360-degree videos

- Photographs

- Contextual information

- 3D models
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Following the reopening of the museums, campaigns were carried out to reactivate visits,

especially on social networks (76%) and web portals (54%).
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Digital activity has been an important line of work both during the closure and after the reopening to maintain contact and

interaction with the public. 68% of the museums have increased the materials available online, where social networks have been

the main protagonists. Many campaigns for citizen interaction have been launched (Example: Museu de la Festa, Algemesí).
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Social media 

campaigns
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▪ Museums were closed for an average of 91 days.

▪ 96% reopened after closure, although 30% reopened with restrictions.

▪ 31% of the museums that reopened had to close again for reasons related to the pandemic.
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Further measures

After the closure, almost all museums that reopened took special measures to make visits safer: capacity

control and social distancing, bubble groups, use of disinfectants, posters with prevention signs,

differentiation between the entrance and exit route, audio-visual materials (audioguides, QR codes, etc.).
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Further measures

After the reopening of the museums and the implementation of measures to encourage visits and their

security, the percentage of the public entering free of charge increased. Most of the visitors were from the

local area (60%).



► In general, the security and conservation of museum heritage continued during

the pandemic.

► The forced closure of museums and the impossibility of accommodating their

audiences during the confinement suddenly brought digital communication

activities to the forefront. We witnessed a surge of virtual visits, social media

postings, interactions with the public at a distance, and much more. Museums

highlighted campaigns and actions carried out through social media.

► While these demonstrations show the reactivity and creativity that characterize

the sector and its capacity to adapt to crises, they also reveal some structural

weaknesses affecting cultural institutions in terms of resources and staff

dedicated to digital communication and in the level of maturity of the content

produced.

► Museums support the need for governments to provide a strong response to

secure the future of museums and the invaluable cultural heritage they hold,

which is an essential part of the identity of peoples and nations and a vital element

of the communities they serve.

Some thoughts
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Museu de la Festa (Algemesí)



Thank you very much 

for your attention.


